**Accommodative relief found in Eyezen+ designs 1, 2, 3, and 4.**

**Simulated Images**

**EUROMONITOR, 2019 data; Retail value amongst spectacle lenses category, brands representing progressive lenses.**

**Sharp vision, even in dim lighting**

Easily shift focus from near to far and all distances in between

#1 progressive lens brand

**ENHANCED SINGLE VISION LENS**

FOR SHARPER VISION

An enhanced single vision solution

Helps defend against eye strain*

Reduces exposure to Harmful Blue Light**

**Thin & Lite.**

**THE THINNER LENS**

FOR GREATER COMFORT AND A BETTER APPEARANCE

Thinner and lighter lenses for increased comfort

Slim profile for best cosmetic appearance

Ideal for moderate to complex prescriptions

**NO–GLARE LENS**

FOR THE CLEAREST VISION POSSIBLE**

Superior glare, scratch, and smudge protection

Optimal for night driving and computer use

Everyday UV protection

**LIGHT INTELLIGENT LENS**

AUTOMATICALLY ADJUSTS TO CHANGING LIGHT

Our best overall photochromic lens***

Reduces exposure to UV and Harmful Blue Light

Transitions® lenses filter over 85% of Harmful Blue Light when fully activated.

**POLARIZED SUN LENS**

THE BEST VISION UNDER THE SUN

Maximum UV protection for the best vision under the sun

Eliminates glare for sharp outdoor color perception

Exceptional scratch resistance and easy to clean

*Accommodative relief found in Eyezen+ designs 1, 2, 3, and 4.


***Based on achieving the highest weighted composite score among 100 everyday photochromic lenses across measurements of key photochromic performance attributes, weighted by their relative importance to consumers.